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With his trademark porkpie hat, floppy shoes, and deadpan facial expression, Buster Keaton (1895-1966) is
one of the most iconic stars of Hollywoods silent and early sound eras. His elaborate sets, careful

camerawork, and risky pratfalls have been mimicked by film comedians for generations. His short films,
including One Week and Cops, and his feature-length comedies, such as Sherlock Jr., Go West, and The

General, routinely appear on critics' lists of the greatest films of all time. Buster Keaton: Interviews collects
interviews from the beginning of his career in the 1920s to the year before his death. The pieces here provide
a critical perspective on his acting and cinematic techniques. Although the collection begins in the 1920s, at
the height of Keaton's career, they also give insight on his work in Hollywood and television throughout the

1950s and 1960s.

Get it as soon as Thu Sep 10. Joe and Myra were Vaudevillian comedians with a popular everchanging
variety act giving Keaton an eclectic and interesting upbringing. Joseph Frank Keaton was born. Thats how

Buster Keaton got his name and the world got the third brilliant member of its silentscreen Comedic
Triumvirate Charlie Chaplin Harold Lloyd and Buster Keaton.

Buster Keaton

Keaton himself verified the origin of his nickname Buster given to him by Houdini when at the age of three
fell down a flight of stairs and was picked up and dusted off by Houdini who said to Keatons father Joe also
nearby that the fall was a buster. Eleanor Keaton was born on J in Los Angeles California USA as Eleanor
Ruth Norris. Buster Keatons journey as a physical athlete starring in silent cinema.Across the decades

Hollywood stars from Bob. The Scarecrow is a 1920 American short comedy film starring comedian Buster
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Keaton. More Buying Choices 33.01 16 used new offers DVD 29.99 29. Buster Keaton The Shorts Collection
5 Discs Bluray 4.7 out of 5 stars 79. On October 4 1895 Buster The Great Stone Face Keaton was born as
Joseph Frank Keaton in Piqua Kansas. Joseph Francis Keaton megghiu canusciutu comu Buster Keaton
nascìu primu di tri figghi nta na famigghia dattura di vaudeville. FREE Shipping by Amazon. As new
generations discover the magic of silent cinema Buster Keaton has emerged as one of the eras most.
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